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MtGox suspends withdrawls
Withdrawls still not available

Stanwood, 11.02.2014, 22:23 Time

USPA NEWS - MtGox stopped bitcoin withdrawals on 2/7 citing an issue with the way bitcoin withdrawlas are being processed to 3rd
party wallets. The issue stems from the fact that a person can alter the transaction details to make it appear that the transaction did not
yet occur, when it actually has.

Since the transaction seems to be not processed, the bitcoins may be sent again thus overpaying or overcharging users. This issue
has been known to the bitcoin developers since 2011 but say the 3rd party wallets are able to handle such occurrences if they happen.
MtGox is the largest bitcoin exchanger and one of the pioneer sites to begin trading bitcoins.
Since the withdrawals lockdown the bitcoin market has dropped and MtGox is now weathering a PR storm with its slow informational
releases to the problem and to its customers.

MtGox has proposed a working solution to Bitcoin developers and once approval has been granted, withdrawals to 3rd party wallets
be become available once again. The solution deals with using a different hash for tracking purposes, while still keeping the current
hash for the Merkle Tree.
Bitcoin is still a new technology and in the early stages of development. As the industry experiences its growing pains and finds
solutions there will always be some issue or another to overcome from a developers standpoint. 
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